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Meteorology. "Tlze t1'eatment of wind-obse1'vntions." By 

Dr. J. P. VAN DER SrrOK. 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 23, 1907). 

1. When working ont wind-observation~ we directly meet with 
the difficulty that a method holding generally, in which the charac
teristics of a wind distribution come to the fore in rondensed 
form, does not exist. The discnssion held for many a year concerning 
the desil'ability Ol' not of an application of LAlIIBERT'S formula, i. e. 
of the calcnlation of the vectorial mean of velocity or force has not 
led to a definite l'esult anel the consequence is that fol' regions where 
trade- anel 111011800n vi'inds prevail tbe calclliation of this mean can 
be applied, not fol' higher latitueles, so that here we have to judge 
by extensive tables of frequencies of dil'ection anel mean veloeities, 
inelependent of elirection. 

When wol'lüng out the wind-observations made at Batavia I diel not 
hesita(e to make an extensive use ofthis formula; the same method has 
been followed in tbe atlas for the East Indian Archipelago; but in order 
to give at. least a notion of the value of the velocities annnlling each 
other here I have addecl to the resulting movement (called by HANN 
'Winc~)atlz) a so-calleel factor of stabilit.y. If ~amely the wind were 
perfectly stabie, the vectorial 111ean would be equal to the mean 
independent of the direction anel -the stability would amount to 
100 %

, which percentage becomes smaller and smaller accoreling to 
the direction of the wind becoming more variabie. So here attention 
is drawn to the fact, that a part of the observations is eliminated, 
but it is not indicated what character this vanishing part has which 
becomes chief in OUl' regions. 

In the climatological atlas lately published of British India the 
same method is followed ; in the "Klima TabelIer for Norge" MOHN 
gives but the above mentioneel tables without calculation of the 
vectol'ial 111ean, which is, indeed, of slight importance fol' this climate. 

The same nncertainty is fOl1l1d in [he graphicn.l representation of 
a winel distribution by so-calleel windroses; almost everyone who 
has been orcnpied in arranging books of prints has projer,teel wind
roses of his own; some of those roses, as e.-g. in the "Vierteljahrs
karte für die NOl'dsee und Ostsee" published by the "Deutsche 
Seewarte", show only tbe fl'equencies of direction without velocities; 
in others, as e. g. t.hose shown in the above atlas of the East. Indies, 
each direc[ion is taken into account with the velocity' belonging to it 
as weight, so that mean veloeities are represented. All these ros es 
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furnish discontinuous qnantities anel change their aspect accol'ding 
to their boundaries being taken differently. 

In BUCIIAN'S general meteorological atlas no roses are projecteel, 
onIy arl'OWS indicating the most frequent direction without heeding 
the force, and in the "Segelhandbuch für den AtIantischen Ozean" 
published by the "Deutsche Seewal'te" for higher latitudes where the 
wind is variabIe the use of wind-observations is entil'ely clone away 
with and arrows have been drawn in accordance with the course 
of the mean isobars on account of the law of Buys BALLOT, where 
a constant angle of 68° between gl'adient and direction of wind has 
been assumed. 

This short survey of the manner in which in the most recent 
standal'd works this problem has been treated may show that indeed 
there is as Jet no question about a satisfactory solution, as has already 
been observed. 

The aim of this communication is t~. hit up on a general method 
of 0pBl'ation and representation of an arbitrary wind distribution 
in which to the variabIe part also justiee is done, wbilst the gra
phical repl'esentation has a continu.ous course and shows at a g-lance 
the five characteristic quantities which mark each wind distribution 
and which may be, thel'efore, called the wincl-constants. 

The method proposed here is founded on the basis of the calculus 
of probability, but it is important to notice that it is not at all bound 
to itj at the bottom it is the same which is generally applied in the 
treatment of directed quantities: distribution of masses and forces in 
mechanics, t,he theory of elasticity, the law of radiation and the 
theory of errors in a plane. 

2. A wind-obsel"yation can be represented by a point in a plane 
snch that the distance to an assumed origin is a measure for the 
velocity of the wind (or force) and th at the angle made by the 
radius vector with the Y (North) axis counted ti'om N. to E. indicates 
the direction. If in this way all observations, N in number, are drawn 
and if we think that to each point an equal mass is connected, then 
in general the centre of gravity will not coincide with the orig'Ïn 
selected j its situation may be determined by the quantities Ro and tY. 

The distribution of the masses arounel the centre of gravity, is then 
characterized by the lengths 111 and 111' of the two principal axes of 
inertia and the angle fJ enelosed by the axes M anel Y. 

As is known the five constants by which such a system is charac
terized can be calculateel accorcling (0 th is purely mechanic notion 
by determining the moments J.11x and My with respect to the axes 

.J:7* 
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and the moments of inel'tia MX 2 anel fl1/' and N xy , whiëh furnish 
the five equations necessal'y for the calculation of the unknown 
quantities. 

We arrive at quite the same equations when the elistribution of 
the winels accoreling to direction and velocity is l'egardeel as a system 
of accidenial, directE'd quantities in aplane. The centre of gravity 
then repl'esents according to size and direction the constant part of 
the wind which is supposed to be cOlÏnecied with all observations 
and of which, therefore, the probability is equal 10 unity; the axes of 
inertia become principal axes of probabIlity and the lengths Mand 
M' are replaced by the reciprocal lengths hand h', so that 

1 1 
h~ -- h/~ =- (1) 

- 2M2' 2M'~ 

The sum of the masses is put equal to unity and for the proba
bility that an observation lies between the limits Rand R + dR 
of velo city and 8 and 8 + d8 as far as direction is concerned the 
e:xpression holds 

where: 

M' e -{(RlJ) R dR d8, 
~ 

. . . . . (2) 

f(R,8)=h' [R cos (8-{1)-Ro cos(a-{1)r +hl~[Rsin(8-{1)-Rosin(a-{1)]S .(3) 

In the language of the theory of errors ~Ro,a) would be the 
so-called constant error, Mand M' the greatest and smallest projections 
of the mean errors. As observations of wind agl'ee still less than 
other meteorological quantities with the opinion held in the theory 
of errors, where the constant part is l'egarded as the end of the 
operation and the variabie quantities as deviations, it is desirabie 
when applJing tlle calcnlus of probability to quantities of this kind 
to be entirely fi'ee of the terminology used in the theory of errors, 
but which would be here without meaning and which would give 
rise to misnnderstanding. 

The treatment must also differ somewhat from that of erroneous 
qnantities, it being if not impossible at least impractical to correct 
all the obsorva1ions for the constant part. 

3. As examples of tl'eatment two series of observations have been 
selectecl from the treatecl material. 

a. Obsel'vations of. wind performed at Bergen (Nol'way) during 
20 years, 1885-1904, three times daily at 8 A.M, 2 P.M. aud 8 P.M. 
Tl1e velocity (or force) of the wind il'; expressed in the so-called 
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half scale of BEAUFORT ,1-6) (Jahl'buch des Norwegischen Meteol'ol. 
Instituts, Ohristiania). 

b. Observations of wind performed at Falmouth (Channel) during 
17 years, 1874-1886 and 1900--1903; the observations made in the 
years 1887-1899 arè published in such a way as to be useless for 
this investigation. 

Observations have been used, made daily six times: at noon, J P.M., 
8 P.M., midnight, 4 A.M. and 8 A.M.; the velocity of wind is 
expressed in English (statute) miles an hour (Hourly readings obtained 
from the selfi>ecording instruments etc. London). I 

With respect to the force of the wind estimated at Bergen is to _ 
be noticed that in this communication these scale-values are regarded 
not as forces but as velodties; although in reality they are neither 
one nor the other. According to a recent exiensive investigation 1) 
the ratio of the Beaufort values to corresponding velocities can be 
indicated by the following numbers 

BEAUFORT velocity ratio BEAUFORT velocity ratio 

meters a second meters a second 

0 1.34 6 10.95 1.83 

1 2.24 2.24 7 13.41 1.92 
2 3.58 1.79 8 16.09 2.01 
3 4.92 1.64 9 19.67 2.19 
4 6.71 1.68 10 23.69 2.34 
5 8.72 1.74 

As the various veloeities do not appeal' in an ellual number the 
total mean out of these ratios would not give a fit factor ofl'eduction 
fol' mean BEAuFoRT-values; so a certain weight must be assigned 
to each separate ratio. For this the fl'equencies ha,'e been lll:ied of 
the 36000 wind-velocitiel:i observed at Falmouth calculated for a 
\vhole year; in this way has been fOllnd for the reduction-factor 1.83; 
the English mea,Slll'e, miles an hour, ran ue reduced to m. a. s. and 
BEAU.I!'ORT scale-values by means of muliiplication respectively by 

0.447 and 0.244. 

1) The BEAUFORT scale of windforce. 
Report of the Dil'ector of the Meteor. Office up on au Inquil'Y into the Relation 

between the Estimates of Wiudforce accordiug to Admiral BEAUFORT'S Scale and 
, the velocities recorded hy Anemometers. London,. 1906. 
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4. The calcnlation of the fi \Te chal'atel'istic consiants of a wind 
distnbntioll amonnLS in onc l'espec.-l io the integl·utioll of (2), in 
anoiher respect io tl1e meallS nppliecl iu ihis integrntion to n given 

set of observations. 
The integration of (2) takes place by the in tl:odllction of rectauglliar 

coordinates : 

[IJ = R sin & , y = R cos &, 

wh ere the element RdRd& is replaced by tbe element dxdy, whiist 
the limits which were 00 and 0 for R, 2Jt' and 0 for &, now beeome 

/' 

00 aud - 00. 

Then the expres sion (2) UIlder the sign of ihe integrni is muHipiied 

successively by 

If we then put: 

Ro cos (a-fJ) = a, 

Ro sin (a- fJ) = b, 

i/) = ,1)' sin fJ + y' cos fJ, 

y = ,1)' cos fJ - y' sin fJ, 

the variabies of aud y' can be separated and the iutegration cau be 
done j in this way we find for the determmation of the five qnautities 

1.0 be obiaiued the five equaüons: I 

M:r = a cos fJ - b sin fJ, MIJ = a sin fJ + b cos fJ 

cos2 fJ sin2 fJ . 
M

X
2 = __ + __ + a2 cos2 fJ + b2 sin2 f.l - ab s~n 2fJ 

2h2 2hu P, 

2Mxy = (~ - _1_) sin 2fJ + (a 2 
- b2

) sin 2.Q + ab cos 2fJ 
2lt' 2lt 12 P 

out of which, on account of (1) 

Mx = Ro cos a, My = Ro sin a \ 

MX2 + My2 _ [\MX)2 + (My)2] = fr{2 + M'2 ! 
lvIx2 _ M/ _ [(MX)2 - (lvIy)2] = (M' -, MI2)COS2 fJ \ 

2Mxy - 2MxlvIy = (M2 - lvI'2) sin 2fJ 

(3) 

. (4) 
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T ABLE 1. Frequencies of the wind. 

Bergen. J une. 
In half BEAUFOR'l' scale-values. 

0 I 1 2 
I 

3 
I 

4 ,. 5 Sum 

-I 
C 261 - - - - - 261 

N 59 30 29 5 2 125 

NNE 6 6 1 - - 13 

NE 6 2 - - - 8 

ENE 3 2 - - - 1) 

E 13 - - - - 13 

ESE 4 1 - - - 5 

SE 24 3 1 - - 28 

SSE 40 16 3 - - 59 

S 115 54 22 6 - 197 

SSW 56 39 15 4 - 114 

SW 25 10 2 2 - 39 

WSW 9 2 -' - - '11 

W 98 26 5 - - 129 

WNW 99 24 1 - - 124 

NW 190 51 6 - - 247 

NNW 246 118 46 12 - 422 

,Sum 261 993 384 131 29 2 1800 

5. In order to apply the formulae (4) 10 a given set of obsel'
vations we must compose fol' each period, e.g. each month, in the 
first place a table of fl'equency of dil'ection and veloeity, which eau 
be easily done. In Table I snch a composition has been given as 
au example. 

FUl'ther out of this table have been caleulated the pl'oducts of 
these fl'equencies f with the scale-valnes 11" the latter counted 
double, so tlutt the pl'odncts have been express<:'d in the ordinary 
BEAU FORT seale i final1y these pl'oducts have been once again ml1ltiplied 
by the cOl'l'esponding scitle-values (fR2) i in ihis simple \va~7 we 
find the sums. 
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TABLE Il. 

1~IR3 
472 2280 S 

42 156 SSW 

20 56 SW 

14 44 WSW 

26 52 W 

12 32 WNW 

66 180 NW 

162 524 NNW , 

Som 

I IR I I R2 

626 1500 

390 1644 

118 460 

26 68 

330 988 

300 816 

620 1792 

1336 5296 

4560 16888 

The sums fR, multiplied respectively by cos 8 and sin () and 
divided by 1800, immediately fnrnish the quantities A1x and My; 
1he sums fR~ must be multiplied successively by cos~ 8, sin2 8 and 
sin 8 cos 8. 

It is easier to multiply the Jatter sums by cos 28 and sin 28; If 
the total mean is S, we find: 

M,/ =fR~ cos~8 = iS + !fR~cos28 
My' =JR~sin28 = t S - tfR~cos28 

2Mxy = fR' sin 28. 

80 the whole operation greatly resembles the calculaüon of FOURIER 

terms, ll1deed, also by the way of operation indicated here an 
analysis of tlle movement of tlle air IS obtained. 

In the Tables III and IV we find the values of the wind-constants 
calculated in this way; besides the five characie1'istic quantities we 
find still given as quantities practically serviceable for various ends: 

VJJf 2-M'2 
e = JJf ,the excentricity of the ellipse of which Mand 

M' repl'esent the half principal axes, 
(Ro' and a') the resultants of the squares of the velocities giving 

an image of the mean flux of energy, 
Y ihe mean velocity independent of the direction, 
y2 the mean square of the velocitr independent of the dil'ection, 

i. e. a measure for the total energy; this quantity is accol'ding to (4) 
analogous io the square of tlle mean error, not cOl'rected for the 
comltant part, in the theo1'Y of errors, 

N the numbel' of uscd observations. 
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TABLE lIla Oonstn,nts of the wind. 
Bergen 1885-1904. 

In BEAUFORT scale-values. 

I 
Ro I " M M' j fi 

1 84 1790 3 39 1.65 1740 

1 5l 180 3 10 1.59 172' 

1 16 183 3.25 1 60 171 

0.40 2'5 2 88 1 47 169 
. 
o 68 284 2 84 1 37 1fj9 

1.07 302 2 61 1.19 171 

o 93 276 2 64 1 22 168 

U 73 251 2 80 t 22 168 

o 97 212 2 88 1 38 174 

1 10 182 2 94 1 52 171 

1 5\ 179 3 10 1 48 171 

1 78 179 3 14 1 57 174 

o 85 203 2 97 1 4~ 17\ 

T ABLE lIlb OonstantE, of the wind. 

I 
January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Year 

Bergen 1885-1904. 
In BEAUFORT scale-values. 

Rio IX' V 

10.50 1820 3.31 

8 O:J 184 2 90 

5 90 186 3 (,6 

1 62 224 2 64 

2 62 281 2 59 

3 78 3:15 2.53 

3 19 272 2 58 

2 79 243 2 63 

4 30 215 2 67 

5 13 185 2 76 

7 77 182 2 91 

9.30 183 3 00 

4 42 200 2 80 

VJ 

I N 

17.63 1860 

14.44 1695 

1448 1860 

JO 61 1800 

10 39 1860 

9.38 1800 

9.32 \860 

10.18 1860 

11 14 1800 

12.19 18bO 

14.09 1800 

15.50 1860 

1~ 45 21915 

e 

0.873 

0.858 

o 872 

0.859 

o 879 

0.891 

o 881) 

0.904 

o 870 

o 857 

0.880 

o 860 

0.875 
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'rABLE lVa. Constants of the wind. 
Falmouth. 1874-1886, 1900-1903. 

ln Eng. miles an hour. 

Ro « M M' I ~ -r 

January 5.23 2110 15.20 13.93 

I 
730 

February 5.33 209 14.08 13.25 164 

March - 3.56 :255 15 02 13.26 67 

April 0.85 215 13.70 12.21 72 

May 2.34 255 12 02 11.52 40 

June 4.60 255 11.19 10.07 158 

July 6.46 
I 

254 10.39 8.92 155 I 
August 5.79 245 10.48 9 76 82 

September 3.77 229 11.05 10.67 164 

October 3.56 239 13.51 13.03 81 

November 4.57 248 13 75 13.03 53 

December 5.69 243 13.69 12.98 2'2 

Year 4 14 239 12.60 12.43 96 

TABLE rVb. Constants of the wind. 
Falmouth. 

R'o ,,-r V V2 N 

January 146.0 2050 18 4 452.5 2821 

February 159.9 203 16 9 402.1 2675 
( 

March 88.8 241 17.5 414.2 2930 

April 23.0 178 15.7 337.4 2879 

May 54.1 241 14.4 282.5 3110 

June 92.4 252 '13.7 247.8 3015 

July '122.2 252 12.9 2~8.5 3060 

August 122.0 242 13.0 238.7 3154 

September 83.7 224- 13.1 250.3 3047 

October 78.5 223 16.4 370.0 3154 

November 114..2 237 1(Uj 379.7. 3053 

December ·1!c8.U 233 16. (j :388.4 2888 

Year 98.2 229 15.4 330.4 35816 

e 

0.400 

0.339 

0.470 

0.454 

0.286 

0.436 

0.507 

0.363 

0.260 

0.266 

0.318 

0.318 

0.166 
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A closer discussion of the l'esults t"tITived at in th is way ma:y fol' 
shol'!ness' sake be 1eft onL; however, the observation is not supel'
fluol1s that !be !wo examples l'epl'esent two types, a l'eason wby 
they wel'e chosen. At Berge~ tbe ellipse of the variabie winds is 
vel'y constant of shape and the excentl'icity is vel'y gl'eat j at Falmouth 
the difference between NI and M' is always very sEght and the 
differences tonnd thel'e are evidently to be regarcled l'athel' as accidental 
arithmetical l'esults than as facts, the angle {j being subject to great 
and il'l'egnlar oscillations ; evidently ,the ellipse approaches a circle, so 
that in form (2) we may put h = h'. This leading to a considerable 
simplification of the fOl'mula, these observations at Falmouth are 
eminently fit fol' comparison of the results of calculation and obser
vation, whihlt also the fact that here real velocities have been 
observed with well-verified instl'uments, makes this series very 
favourable. 

6. The expres sion (2) shows: the probability that an observation 
lies between the limits Rand, R + dR, 8 and 8 + d8; the same 
expression without the element BclBd8 indicates: the specific pro ba
biliLy of a wind (R,8) i.e. the probability with respect to the 
unity of snl'face when one imagines this surface to be small. If we 
pilt for simplification : -

h'2 + h2 = 2p, h'2 - h2 = 2q, RG 2 (p - qcos 2 (a - {j» =[1, 

, (p - q cos 2 (8 - {j» = v, S2 = R D2 (p2 + q2 - 2pq cos 2 (a -{j» 

s cos (8 - p) = .i. 
p sin a + q sin (a - 2 m 

tang p = , 
p cos a - q cos (a - 2 {j) 

then (2) takes the form: 

Vp 2 q2 --=- e- R2y + 2RÀ - P. RdRd8. 
:ft 

If here we put: 

• . (5) 

R 2v - 2R.i. + !J. = c , . . • . (6) 

thel1 it follows out of the above formulated definition that !he specific 
pl'obability of all observations lying on the cil'cumfcl'ence of the 
excentl'ic ellipse (6) is the same and equal to: 

Vp2_q2 
---e-C • 

The pl'obability that the velocity of the wind does not surpass the 
value Re cxpl'essed by (6) in function of 8, in othel' words the number 
of obsel'valions which Hl'C to li~ withill the ::trea of the ellipsc, is 
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fonnd by integrating (5), first with respect to R between the limits 
Re and 0, then with respeet to (J between 2.11;' and O. 

For the simple case Ro = 0, so also (J, = 0 and .Ä. = 0, the 
tirst integru.tion gives immediately 

~ 1-e-C 

n 2v 

and as 

2rr 

V p2 q~Jd(J = 1, 
2.1l' V 

o 

the probabihty to be found becOlues simply: 

1-e-c • . (7) 

and the number of observations lying inside the cil'cumference of 
the ellipse (6) : 

N(l-e-c ) • . , 
This amollnt l'emammg the same whethe1' we l'egard the ellipse 

(6) from the excentric origin or from the centre, i.e. for Ro = 0, 
if with the integratiol1 the limit~ are changed corl'espondingly, the 
expression (7) must also be accurate when Ro is not equal to zero 
and must tlms hold in general. 

lndeed, an other simplification, namely q = 0 (which is applicable 
to the resuHs for Falmouth) leads to a set of definite integrals, which 
can be evaluated and which confirm this conclusion. 

Amongst the series of ellipses l'epresellted by (6) two are 
l'emal'kable; if we assign to c the value 0.5, then on account óf 
(1) the halfaxes of the ellipse become equal to tlle gl'eatest and 
smallest pl'ojections ,11 and M' of the mean veloeities, so that the 
ellipse (6) then represents what we might eaU the specijic or typical 
windellipse, thus a kind of windrose, in whieh the charaeteristie 
qualities of the wind-distribution under consideration inmediately 
become conspicuous. 

The radius vector Rm drawn to an arbitraJ] point in ihe cÏl'cum
ferenee is given in the directioll determined by that choice by the 
equation: 

2 R2m V - 4 Rm l + 2 (J, - 1 = O. 

The probability that a velocity does not surpass this value is: 

1 - e-I/2 = 0.39347. 
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So among a, thousand observations there will be 393 lying' 
inside tbis typical ellipse whilst the specific probability of eacb of 
the veloeities Rm is: 

~ 
/"--.•• , i 

I 
--\-----

.' ..... 
" ....... 

, .At, 

I 

V2 2 
06065 P -q . . 

:re 

In thé given diagram sueh a typical 
windellipse is represented for Bergen in 
the month of June by the dotted line; 
the vector oe represents here the constant 
part (Ro. a), the halfaxes are equal to M 

and M', and the angle NOM = {J; one 
millimeter corresponds to a / 20 BEAUFORT scale
value- or to 3/20 X 1.83 = 0.275 meter a 
second. 

If necessal'y this diagram might be am
plified with two circles, one of a radius 

VM2+M't, 
rep:resenting tl!e mean monthly wind veloeity correeted for the 
constant part, the other described with radius 

VM2 + M'2 + (MX)2 + (My)2, 

which is according to (J) a measure for the mean total veloeity, 
c01'l'esponding to the square root of tlle quantity V 2 of the tables 
III and IV. 

An other remarkable ellipse which might be called the ZJl'obable 
windellipse is obtained by reqniring half of the obsel'vations to lie 
within its dominion; we have then to determine c in sueh a way that 

1 - e-C = 1/2 , 0 = 0.6932, 

so that the axes of this ellipse are 

V20 = V2 X 0.8326 = 1.177 

times longer than those of the typical winclellipse; the number 0.8326 
is a quantity lmown in the theory of errors in the plane. 

7. The fl'equency of the windvelocities, setting aside the direction, 
cannot be l'epl'esented in a finite fOl'm; we can al'rive at a form 
serviceable fol' compal'ison with the obsel'vaiion by wl'iting (5) thus: 

V 2 8 

P -q e-I' . e-I'R2 • e- R2('-I'H21V R dR de, . . . (8) 
:rr 
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by developing the last exponential factor and then by expressing the 
powel's and pl'oducts of cosines in cosines of multipies. 

It is clear th[ü when integl'ating (8) with respect to IJ fl'om 2.1l' to ° only those tel'ms are left which are independent of IJ <"tnd whieh 
appeal' with the comrnon factor 2;r. 

The expression to be fonnd fOl' the probability that a velocity lies 
between the limits Tl and B + dB then beeomes: 

2Vp2_q2.e-l'.trpR2(1+a
I
R2+a2B4 ... )RdR, .. (9) 

where: 

a~ = q2/22 + qs2/21 c082 (rp-{j) + s4/(2/)\ 

aa = q2 S2/22 -+ qs4J3! cos 2 (rp-{J) + 8 6 /(3//. 

Fot' F<"tlmouth, where as was notired above q Cl1n be put cquaJ 
to nought these coefficients becomc simply: 

and farthel' 

s=pBo, (.L=pl?o', v=p, rp=u, ).=pRocos(IJ--a). (10) 

In pl'actice it will fl'eqnently be only necessary to calculate a few 

of these coefficients; if we put: 

q/p = E, 

the integration of (9) between the limits 112 l1nd ° leads to the 

expression : 

pm 2 e-Jl7n2 (al 21 a2 - -+-+ ........ . 
1! P p2 

(11) 

_ p
2
m

4
trP7n

2 (2!a, + .......... . 
21 p2 

As for 112 = (j) this expression must become equal to unity, we have: 

al 2/a, eP-
I + P + p' .... :::... VI-E 2 ' 

01', fOl' the Cl1Se q = 0, (11) becomes: 
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,. . • (12) 

- 1 - e-P. - - rl' etc. p
2
m 4

e-pm
2 

( al) 
2/ p 

fl'om which is immeeliately evielent that in mnny cases the thl'ee fil'st 
terms are sufflcient, öo that then the calculation of the coefficients 
can be entirely avoided, Ol' at most only al must be taken into 
account; for genel'aUy (.t is smalI, sa that already 

I-rp. 

will be a small quantity. If q is not small the calculation becomes 
rather tedious. 

8. Ta finel expressions for the qnantities V anel V 2
, the mean 

velocity anel the mean square of the velocity independent of the sign, 
we have to multipI.r (9) successively by Tl anel R2 and to integrate 
between the Iimits 00 and 0 which, with the weU knm1\Tn funelamental 
equaiion, leads to the expressions : 

) 
.) 
) 

(13) 

9. For the calculation of the fl'equellcy of the directions independent 
of the velocity we have flrst to integrate (5) with respect to R between 
the limits 00 and 0 and then with respect to 8 between the desil'ed 
limits 8; the mean velocity as fnnction of the dil'ectioll is found by 
the application of the same operatiOll to (5) aftel' multiplication by 
Tl. It is thell easy to give to a frequency-formultll found in ihis way 
the form' of a FOURIER series. Fol' brevity we tI'eat here only the 
case that q = 0 and the angle-limits tll'e ~ to O. 

Ey putting 
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we ge't (5) rednced to the form: 

-- 00 

Vp'_q2 -t+)2/vf-vP2( l) 
---e e (r+ - dQ • • . . • (4) 

n • v 
-)/-

If q = 0, so that the formulae (10) hold good, we then find fol' 
the desired frequencies in the two easterly quadrants 

1 r~~psm" 
l+Vn}e dt . . . . (15) 

From this formula it is evident in what way and in what degree 
the asymmetry of the distriblltion is dependent of Ro, a and p. 

10. The application of the given criteria has been made for 
Falmouth and the four seasèms: 

Winter: December, January, February, number 8384, 

p = 0.00258, q = 0.00004 

Ro = 5.22, 

Spring: lVlarch, April, May, number 8949, 

p = 0.00298, q = 0.00028 

Ro = 2.21. 

Summer; June, JuIy, August, number 9229, 

p = 0.00485, q = 0.00029 

Ro = 5.60, 

Autumn: September, October, November, nnmber 9254, 

p = 0.00313, q = 0.00004 

Ro = 3.80, 

For each series the number of observations is l'educed to 10.000 
and everywhere we' have put q = 0, the calcnlated values are 
accol'dingly accurate as fal' as the fourth decimal. 

In Table V we have compared the observed frequencies of wind
velocities independent of direction with those calcuJated ~ccording 
to formula (12), from which it is evident that the differences have a 
clearly systematic course. Just as is the case with all series of enors 
the number of the observed smail velocities is larger than would agree 
with the normu.l clistribution. The diffel'ences togethel' amount in summer 
to about 10%, in winter to 15%' 
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In the calculation of the fl'equencies of (he dil'ections independent of 
tlle velocity, the obsel'vations l'egal'deel as calms - anel to these are 
reckoned in the English records all ve10cities 1ess than 4 miles an 
hoU!' - have been elistributed pl'opol'tionally to the frequencies of 
elil'ection; furthel'on the fl'equencieR NOl'th anel South are assigned 
fol' one half to the eastel'n anel western quadrants. 

As is evielent from the following table also in this compal'ison 
systematic diff81'enees appeal'; in all seasons the observed fl'equencies 
in the western qnadrant are gl'eatel' than the calcu1ateel ones, so that 
an increase of the constant part Ro to which this uneven elistribution 
ean be attributed, would improve the eOl'respondence. 

TABflE VI. 
Fl'equeneies of winddirections at Fa1mouth 

for 10.000 observations. 

Observed Calculated Difference 

IE. quadr. 3709 4006 - 297 
Winter 

W. 6291 5994 + 297 

IE. quadr. 4037 4351 - 214 
Spring 

W. 5963 5649 +214 

IE. quadr. 2619 3009 - 390 
Summer 

W. 
" 

7381 6991 + 390 

IE. quadr. 3453 3980 - 527 
Autumn 

W. 6547 6020 + 527 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. IX. 
48 
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TABLE V. Frequencies of windvelocities at Falmouth. 
Fol' 10.000 obsel'vations. 

WINTER SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN 

Mil" aD hour 11 Ob,,,,,. 1 CalOU!.ll DiJT"",,,,, Ob",v·1 e.ku!.ll Diff'cen"" 0"""'.1 e.ku!.ll Diff",n" Ob" .... I e.ku!'''1 Diff""," 

o - 45 

45- 95 
\ 

95-14.5 

145-195 

195-245 

2.j5-295 

2q5_345 

345_iJ95 

395-445 

445-495 

495_545 

545-595 

595-

760 

1871 

1853 

1701 

1466 

967 

680 

369 

199 

94 

32 

8 

477 

1482 

2026 

2030 

1650 

1125 

656 

331 

144 

55 

18 

1.) 

1 

+ 283 

+ 389 

- 173 

- 329 

- 184 

- 158 

+24 
+ 38 

+ 55 

+ 39 

+ 14 

+ 3 

1 

756 

2073 

2120 

1875 

1355 

917 

493 

250 

114 

31 

15 

1 

569 

1759 

2279 

212U 

1558 

939 

473 

201 

72 

22 

6 

2 

+ 187 

+ 314 

- 159 

- 245 

- 203 

- 22 

+ 20 

+ 49 

+ 42 

+ 9 

+ IJ 

-_1 I 

945 

2610 

2538 

1868 

1164 

544 

224 

8J 

20 

6 

o 

1 

810 

2336 

2728 

210q 

J~2,) 

5"4 

178 

45 

9 

2 

+ 135 

+ 274 

- 190 

- 265 

- 61 

+ 10 

+ 46 

+ 35 

+ 11 

+ 4 

+ 1 

936 

2126 

2144 

1818 

1281 

782 

459 

258 

116 

37 

23 

10 

588 

1779 

2804 

2110 

1564 

920 

464 

179 

66 

20 

5 

1 

+ 348 

+ B77 

- 160 

- 292 

- 283 

- 128 

5 

+ 79 

+ 50 

+ 17 

+ 18 

+ 9 


